NOTES FOR AUTHORS
1.

Preliminary remarks

We would like to state explicitly some of the rules of the academic reviewing: If you have
close personal or professional ties with the author(s) or editor(s) of the book to be reviewed
and your professional distance is or might be impaired, we must insist that you refrain from
reviewing the publication. Even less acceptable to established academic ethical standards
would be a review if you were in any way involved in the publication process. The editorial
board of COMPARATIV relies on your open and honest evaluation of your impartiality.
Nevertheless, the editorial board reserves the right to withhold reviews in critical cases.

2.

GENERAL INFORMATION

LENGTH

Your review should not exceed 1000–1200 words or 8000-10000 characters (including footnotes).
We reserve our right to shorten – or even refuse, if necessary – longer reviews. Collective reviews may
warrant more space.

READABILITY

You can enhance your review’s online readability by writing short sentences and organizing the text in
paragraphs; indicate paragraphs by a blank line.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

INFORMATION ABOUT
THE REVIEWER

In each review, the full bibliographic information of the reviewed book must be specified; it consists
of: author (or: editor), title, subtitle, series with number of volume, publishing place, publisher, year,
number of pages, ISBN, price.

Aside from your name (without academic titles) and email address, the author’s line should contain
the institution you are affiliated with or your place of residence.
Examples (fictitious):
Ulrich Meyer, Historisches Seminar, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg;
E-Mail: umeyer@uni-freiburg.de
or: Dagmar Koch, Berlin; E-Mail: dagmar.koch@web.de

LANGUAGE

SPELLING

Reviews may be submitted in German, English or French.

- Please do not use special characters such as $, %, .
Differentiate between hyphens and dashes.
To ensure a general academic understanding, we kindly ask you to avoid abbreviations.
- Please give an institution’s full name when first mentioning it and add in parentheses
the abbreviation that you will use throughout the following text.

3.

FORMAL INFORMATION

Paragraphs

Paragraphs are indicated by a blank line.

Hyphenation

Please do not use in any case the hyphenation option in your word processor.

Quotations

Concise quotes from the reviewed publication should be marked through quotation marks and the
page number in round parentheses, e.g. (p. 6) or (pp. 6-12, here: p. 8) or (p.6, note 4). Indicate
omissions with square brackets: […]. Quotes from and references to other than the reviewed
publication are to be cited in footnotes.

Highlighting

Please avoid italicising and bold type. If you want to indicate words as italicised, mark them with
_Imperium Romanum_. If you want to use bold type, mark the respective text with *Introduction*.
These types can only be indicated in the web version, not in the email version.

Footnotes

Please do not use your text processing programme’s function for creating footnotes, but number the
notes in square brackets and add the references at the end of the text. Insert the numbers before
commas[1], directly after „quotations“[2] and after full stops.[3] The references should be included
under the headline “Notes” at the end of the text. Leave one blank line between text and notes, but no
blank lines between headline and first note or between the notes. When first referencing a title,
include full bibliographic data; for further references, only use the author’s name and a shortened title.
If you wish to include several references in one note, use semicolons to separate them.

Footnotes

All notes end with a full stop.
Only give one place of publication for each title.
Back reference
Meier, Short Title, p. 45
Monographs
Avi-Yonah, Michel, Geschichte der Juden im Zeitalter des Talmud in den Tagen von Rom und
Byzanz, Berlin 1962.
more than one author or editor
King, Anthony; Henig, Martin (Eds.), The Roman West in the Third Century, Oxford 1981.
Journal articles
Abramenko, Andrik, Die Wirtschaftskrise des 3. Jh.n.Chr. und das Ende der Augustalität,
in: Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 99 (1993), p. 207-13, p. 210.
Encyclopaedia articles
Trittel, Günther J., Art. "Bodenreform", in: Wolfgang Benz (Hg.), Deutschland unter alliierter
Besatzung 1945-1949/55, Berlin 1999, p. 105-8, p. 105.
Newspapers:
Wehler, Hans-Ulrich, Jugend ohne Geschichte. Nordrhein-Westfalens üble Schulpolitik,
in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 3.3.2003, p. 31.

Saving

Please save your text in a usual text format (.doc; .txt; .rtf)

Submission

Please submit your text via email. You will get an acknowledgment within ten days.
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